
 
Minutes! 
 
Everyone is here. 
 
CPW elections 
Nisha explains CPW chair: You are in charge of EC’s CPW events. Also the signature event. 
Responsibilities: get events organized, get funding, do the other things that make CPW happen. 
You want pre-pre-frosh to want to come to MIT and also EC.  
 
What’s the time commitment? There’s a big transition document with what you have to do 
(thanks Kat). Early in the semester, there’s not that much. In the weeks leading up to CPW, you 
have to go out and get stuff. Like the yerb. [some blasphemy about the yerb]. During CPW, 
things get hectic and you just miss everything. Otherwise, it’s ok. 
 
Nominations (accepted): 
Powers - 2023 4e 

- Had reservations about moving here cpw broke down those barriers 
- Just finished electcomm 
- Business lead of robotics team 
- 4 classes admissions blogging tour guide 
- No uhaul, yes staging van 
- Driven in snow 
- Balance btw east campus as united front and letting halls hold events to talk about 

experiences. 
- Teamwork activities force ppl to work together and talk to each other help ppl initiate 

social interactions; grill chill is also good for presenting an open social environment 
Fernie - 2020 1e 

- Worked in admissions helping run CPW from their end 
- Volunteer programs: shadow a student, overnight 
- Hired 8 simmons GRTs?  
- 1 class left to graduate: 4 courses?  
- No 
- Driven in snow 
- No ehs experience 
- Delegating to ppl running events, try to make sure all halls have ppl running events 
- As one of the awkward kids, something important is to have ppl running events be aware 

of the dichotomy (massive groups and lonely souls) and integrating them / interacting 
well with both 

Vibha - 2020 1e 
- leadership skills 
- Good at organizing stuff, wants people to find EC 
- Urop + 3 classes + dance 



- Driven cars and large vans 
- Driven in snow 
- No ehs experience 
- Capturing the culture of every hall is not focus of cpw. Interested in particular in bringing 

east campus events to west campus - get people who wouldn’t normally come to be 
exposed (EC is not scary). 

- Some ppl want to explore on their own, but there should also be a diversity of events - 
more loose and conversational and also more structured / game / meeting people / get to 
know you things  

Theo - 2023 3w 
- Cpw made me not scared about EC 
- Experience dealing w ordring things, leadership: head of crew during theater 
- Taking 4 courses + 1 theater practicum (finishes before CPW) 
- Once driven uhaul 
- Driven in snow 
- Events beyond the generic events are run by more than one hall - that creates EC 

community and is appealing for frosh 
- Making sure descriptions for events match the “feel” of the event to lure in frosh 

 
Fernie vibha theo elected! Congratulations 
 
REX:  

1. Description: CPW on steroids. Everything in CPW + construction, with a lot of EHS work. 
February - September, need to be available full time. You learn many things. 

a. Questions? 
2. Nominations: 

a. Sophia 5W 
i. 2022 It’s a big organizational project and I think I’m able to handle that. 

REX was okay for me and I want to make a stronger bond with East 
Campus. This will make me appreciate East Campus more! During my 
REX I was kinda meh about everything, I want to reach out to people like 
me and make people more engaged. I am a hall chair, I like 
spreadsheets, I send a lot of emails, I’m in a sorority and coordinate 
nationals and also new member education, I’m good at scrambling last 
minute but try to avoid at all costs. 

ii. No Uhaul. 
iii. Summer Commitments: Internship in Seattle, pretty chill, then doing some 

stuff w. Sorority: pretty laid back. Can get back in August from internship. 
iv. No EHS 

b. Sofia 2W 
i. 2022 I like drinking Yerba Mate at 4, I was a project lead this past year, 

RUSH has been some of my favorite membership, sponsorship and 
coordination lead, dealt with EHS and know what it takes to get it 



together, I know how the project leads feel and can coordinate with them. 
I can strategize large events and I think it’s a lot of fun! 

ii. Internship in Houston, will be back by early August, after 9-5 am free so 
can get things done. 

iii. No Uhaul 
iv. Yes EHS: was project lead and know how to manipulate them / get things 

approved. 
c. Bonesteel 3E 

i. 2022, Someone’s gotta do it! I love rex I love rush I love EC it’s a really 
good community - our rush traditions are very important. Feels about 
Rush: concerned about last year’s funding, and would try to keep an open 
dialog. I really care about our frustrated prefrosh and the human 
connection. They should feel happy and safe and have a good life. I am 
currently a hall chair, did a bunch of leadership w tech theatre group, can 
talk to ppl pretty well, I do stuff. 

ii. No Uhaul but yes large vehicles and can drive manual 
iii. No summer commitments yet 
iv. No EHS experience, happy to jump through flaming hoops 

d. Julia 2E 
i. 2021 REX convinced me to FYRE from Simmons, I want to be more 

involved with EC as a whole, no plans this summer, I am a hall chair, 
involved with MIT science olympiad: 1000 high school students. EHS 

ii. No Uhaul 
iii. No summer commitments as of yet 
iv. Science olympiad coordinates w EHS for safety plans for lab based 

events 
v. Is soccom 

 
Bonesteel and the Soph(f)ias were elected! 
 
 
Referendum Notes: nothing passed, but tap access on all doors except Bemis/Hayden was very 
close (65.4/66.7%)  
Houseteam: I don’t know what more I can say to EC about the importance of a sustained 
security plan. The back up plan is the status quo - with a difference, that the Munroe intercom is 
removed, Talbot is the entry point (slight difference). We’re pretty vulnerable, we don’t have a 
protocol for intruders, and yeah… what I can say is that if halls feel that they were not 
represented by the vote, they can request and have tap/pinpad access for their individual halls. 
All halls can have more security if they want, you just can’t have less than what we’ve agreed 
upon (which is none). 
Another aspect of the status quo is to change the culture around tailgating: implementing this 
may take years.  



New suggestion: tap access to double doors into munroe stairwell from Talbot (another option? 
Talk about at next year’s housecomm). 
 
If a hall makes a vote and say they want taps, what does the timeline? Keith is ready and 
poised. ASAP 
If a hall has pinpads, does all of EC know the code? Yes 
Can you choose which form of tap access your hall specific preference is? Yes -  

In the specific subcase where you have more security than average (1E, 1W) you can 
still manage your own security. 
 
Next week: EXEC votes, clothing optionality, et al~ 
 
 


